
 
YTCA Versatility Award Application 

Name_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Email__________________________________________________ Phone ___________________  
Address__________________________City_________________________________State___________Zip___  
Dog's Registered Name: 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
I am applying for the ______ YTCA Versatility Award or ______ YTCA Versatility Excellent Award Date __________  
 

Check ( x ) all that apply: 

 
BREED CONFORMATION:  
____ ** CH  
____ ** GCH  
 
RALLY: 
____ * RN  
____ ** RA  
____ ** RE  
____ ** RAE  
 
OBEDIENCE:  (circle title) 
____ * BN  
____ ** CD, PCD, GN,  
____ ** CDX, PCDX, GO  
____ ** UD, PUTD, VER  
____ ** UDX  
____ ** OTCH  
 
TRACKING:  
____ ** TD  
____ ** TDX  
____ ** TDU  
____ ** VST  
 
AGILITY:  
AKC or CKC equivalent (circle title) 
____ ** NA, NAJ, NAP, NJP NF, NFP  
____ ** OA, OAJ, OAP, OJP, OF, OFP  
____ ** AX, AXJ, AXP, AJP, AF, AFP  
____ ** MX, MXJ, MXP, MJP, MXF, MFP  
____ ** MACH, PAX, TQX, TQXP  
 
or CPE, UKC, TDAA (Circle title) 
____ * Level 1, AGI, TBAD  
____ * Level 2, AGII, TIAD  
____ * Level 3, AGlll, TSAD  
____ * Level 4, TMAG, TAM  
____ ** CATCH, CADE, TACH  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
COURSING: 
____ * CA 
____ ** CAA  
____ ** CAX  
 
BARN HUNT:  
____ * RATN  
____ * RATO  
____ * RATS  
____ * RATM  
____ ** RATCh  
____ ** RATChX  
 
NOSEWORK:  
____ * NW1  
____ * NW2  
____ ** NW3  
 
FLYBALL:  
____ * FDCh  
____ * FM  
____ ** ONYX  
 
SEARCH and RESCUE:  
____ ** SAR  
 
CITIZENSHIP:  
____ * CHIC 
____ * CGC  
____ * CGCA  
____ * TT - Temperament Tested  
____ * Certified Therapy Dog  
____ ** THD or Therapy Dog Community 
Service. (minimum 50 visits required)  
 
EARTH DOG 
_____ * Intro or CG 
_____ ** JE 
_____ ** SE 
_____ ** ME 
_____ ** ED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
DOCK DIVING: 
DISTANCE JUMPING 
_____ * ND 
_____ * DJ 
_____ * DS 
_____ * DM 
_____ ** DE 
 
AIR RETRIEVE 
_____ *AN 
_____ * AJ 
_____ * AS 
_____ * AM 
_____ ** AE 
 
TRICK DOG: 
_____* NTD 
_____* ITD 
_____* ATD 
_____* ETD 
_____** TDCH 
 
FREESTYLE: 

_____* CFFI 
_____ * CFFII A 
_____ * CFFII B 
_____ * CFFIII 
_____ ** CFFIV 
 
OTHER: 
______ * Participation in other Breed 
Club, AKC recognized titles.   
Document event and title.

REQUIREMENTS: YTCA membership of owner or co-owner at the time of application is required. Versatility Award 
requires 7 stars (*) in a minimum of three of the categories listed above. Versatility Excellent Award requires 12 or 
more stars (*) in a minimum of four of the categories listed above. AKC or equivalent CKC titles accepted along with 
YTCA and AWTA field titles, and CPE, UKC, & TDAA agility. Stars count only once per level.  
Awards will be processed annually awarded at the National. Please provide proof of titles/accomplishments claimed 
(summary of title progression, copy of latest certificate, registration card, etc.) and return with this application to: 

Faye Mitchell, 237 Van Camp Blvd, Los Lunas, NM 87031-7825 

 



 

The Versatility Award: Yorkshire Terriers are active and versatile dogs. They 

were bred to have the skills and drive to excel in the field, and are happiest when working 

closely with their owners. Modern day Yorkies and their owners use these skills to compete in 

the many dogs sports available today. To recognize and preserve these traits and to encourage 

owners to enjoy them, the YTCA offers the Versatility Awards, which reward participation in a 

variety of dog activities. 

The Versatility Award is designed so that the average Yorkie and owner, with some effort, can 

earn one. It asks for one title in three different fields, and a total of seven points. As a 

conformation title is not required, these awards are open to the pet as well as to the champion. 

Earning the Versatility Award demonstrates that the Yorkie and owner have put in a 

concentrated amount of time and effort in training as well as showing and trialing.  While YTCA 

is recognizing and rewarding dog sport activities with the Versatility Award, we also recognize 

that there are many Yorkies involved in activities that do not offer titles. We know of one 

herding Yorkie, some Frisbee Yorkies and a number of racing Yorkies. The options of activities 

for the Yorkshire Terrier is infinite as they are truly a versatile breed. 

 

 


